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REGULARITY PROPERTIES OF COMMUTATORS AND

LAYER POTENTIALS ASSOCIATED TO THE HEAT EQUATION

JOHN L. LEWIS AND MARGARET A. M. MURRAY

Abstract. In recent years there has been renewed interest in the solution of

parabolic boundary value problems by the method of layer potentials. In this

paper we consider graph domains D = {{x, t): x > /(/)} in SH , where the

boundary function / is in /, ,2(BMO). This class of domains would appear

to be the minimal smoothness class for the solvability of the Dirichlet problem

for the heat equation by the method of layer potentials. We show that, for

1 < p < oo , the boundary single-layer potential operator for D maps Lp into

the homogeneous Sobolev space IXi2{Lp). This regularity result is obtained by

studying the regularity properties of a related family of commutators. Along the

way, we prove if estimates for a class of singular integral operators to which

the Tl Theorem of David and Journé does not apply. The necessary estimates

are obtained by a variety of real-variable methods.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in extending the method

of layer potentials—which has proved so successful in the solution of elliptic

boundary value problems—to the solution of parabolic boundary value prob-

lems. Fabes, Riviere, and Brown have established existence, uniqueness, and

regularity results for the initial-Dirichlet and initial-Neumann problems in C

and Lipschitz cylinders [FR, Brl, Br2]. These domains have boundaries which

are minimally smooth in the spatial variable, but essentially flat with respect to

time. Numerous authors have been concerned with the solution of parabolic

problems in domains where the time dependence is also somewhat 'rough.'

Specifically, Kaufman and Wu in a series of papers, and Lewis and Silver

(see [KW, LeS] for references) have considered domains D = {(x, t): x >

f(t)} Q 9t , where / is a real-valued continuous function with compact sup-

port. Homogeneity considerations would suggest that f must satisfy a half-

order smoothness condition in time in order to insure solvability of the Dirich-

let problem for the heat equation in D. Kauf man-Wu showed that / e Lip, ,2
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is not a sufficient condition for the absolute continuity of caloric measure with

respect to Lebesgue measure. Lewis-Silver obtained a somewhat stronger Dini-

type condition on /, which ensures both the absolute continuity of caloric

measure and the solvability of the Z/'-Dirichlet problem for the heat equation

in terms of a double-layer heat potential when 1 < p < oo . In particular, the

Dini condition on / ensures the Lp boundedness of certain commutators with

fractional differentiation which are closely related to the double-layer potential

and, as a corollary, the Lp boundedness of the double-layer potential itself.

Because there would appear to be no readily available Rellich-type formula for

dD, the inversion of boundary potentials is carried out using Neumann series;

thus much of the hard work of the proof goes into the Lp estimates for the

commutators.

By virtue of the work of Murray on the L boundedness of fractional differ-

entiation commutators [Mul, Mu2], the work of Lewis-Silver may be extended

to a class of domains of intermediate smoothness. Specifically, / £ /1/2(BMO)

(the image of BMO under the half-order Riesz potential) is a necessary and

sufficient condition for the L boundedness of the commutators associated to

the double-layer heat potential [Mul]. The condition / e 7,,2(BMO) implies

/ £ Lip, ,2, and is implied by the Dini condition of Lewis-Silver. It seems likely

that the class of 7,,2(BMO) domains in 9t   is the minimal smoothness class

for solvability of the Dirichlet problem in L by the method of layer potentials;

although in general, inversion is still a problem.

In this paper, we consider the regularity properties of the single-layer heat

potential operator in /, ,2(BMO) domains by studying the regularity properties

of a related class of fractional differentiation commutators. A summary of our

results is as follows. Recall that the fundamental solution for the heat equation

in ÍH   is given by

(1.1) W(x, t) = (4nt)-l/2exp(-x2/4t)x(0^)(t).

Let / be a compactly supported function in /, ,2(BMO) and let F £ LP(^K)

for some p £ (1, oo). The single-layer potential of F for the interior of D is

defined, for x > f(t) and t £ ÍH, by

( 1.2) SlF(x, t) = f    W(x - f(s), t - s)F(s) ds.
J —oo

The boundary single-layer potential of F is defined for / e ÍH by

(1.3) SbF(t)= f   W(f(t)-f(s),t-s)F(s)ds.
J—oo

We want to show that Sb maps Lp(9\) boundedly into IX/2(LP(W.)), the ho-

mogeneous Sobolev space given by the image of Lp under the half-order Riesz

potential Ix,2. To do this, we begin by studying a closely related family of

commutators.
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For a £ (0, 1) define the operator Ka by

(1.4) Kag(t) = p.v. H iM^Lg(s)ds;
J—oo       \S — t\

Ka is, formally, the commutator [/, [/, I_a]]. The results in [Mu2] show

that if 1 < p < oo and / £ / ,2(BMO), then Ka is bounded on LP(?R). For

1 < p < oo , we show that under the stronger hypothesis that / e 7Q(BMO), Ka

actually maps Lp(9i) into Lp(ÇR)nIa(Lp(D{)). The proof proceeds via a series of

steps. First, we show that for p > 2, Ka maps Lp into the homogeneous Besov

space Bp . For p = 2, Bpp — Ia(L ), so that we obtain the desired result for

p = 2. Next, we show that the operator DaKa is bounded on Lp , 1 < p < oo,

where Da is a formal inverse for / . The operator DaKa does not satisfy

the hypotheses of the Tl Theorem of David and Journé [DJ]; the proof of Lp

boundedness relies upon the L result together with the commutator results of

Murray [Mu 1, Mu2] and a variety of real-variable methods. We then deduce

that Ka maps Lp into LpnIa(Lp), and indicate how the proof may be extended

to show that S   maps Lp into Ia(Lp).

The authors wish to thank Russell Brown, Eugene Fabes, and Gregory Ver-

chota for helpful discussions on the subject matter of this paper—but more

importantly, for their role in introducing each of us to the other's work on this

and related topics.

2. Notation and preliminaries

For functions <f> in the Schwartz class S' — Sf{?K) we define the Fourier

transform according to the normalization

(2.1) m = f e-'xt<t>(x)dx
J<H

and we define the Riesz potential operator of order a £ (0, 1 ) by setting

(2.2) (ijf(o = lir&o.
Properties of the Riesz potentials are discussed in detail in [BL, Chapter 6; St,

Chapter 5]. The space BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation is the

Banach space of functions (modulo constants) satisfying

(2.3)      ||6||, = sup|/f1 j\b(x)-m,(b)\dx<oo,       m,(b) = \I\~l jb,

where the supremum in (2.3) is taken over all intervals /.

The space /Q(BMO) is the image of BMO under the Riesz potential Ia;

characterizations of this BMO Sobolev space may be found in [Str] (see also

[Mul]). In particular, it is not difficult to see that /Q(BMO) is a space of func-

tions (modulo constants), properly contained in the space of Lipschitz functions

of order a.
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If / = Ia(b), with b £ BMO, then ||/||Upa < cj|ô||., where ca depends

only upon a, and

(2-4) \\f\\u.=^f{X)-m'Lip„
x¿y     \x    y\

Moreover, the measure

(2.5) dp(x,t)Jf{x + »-/W2dxdt

is a Carleson measure on 9t = {(x, t): x £ SK, t > 0}, with norm < cj|ô||.

(cf. [Str, Theorem 3.3]). We note also the proper inclusion Lip„ C 7a(BMO)

for 1 > ß > a > 0 (see [Str, Theorem 3.4] together with [St, Proposition 10,

p. 153]).
The homogeneous Besov spaces may be given numerous equivalent charac-

terizations (see [BL, St]). For our purposes we define, for a £ (0,1) and

p £ (1, oo ), the homogeneous Besov space Bp to be the space of distributions

4> £ S"' (modulo constants) satisfying

(2.6) ||0||^ = ( Í H \4>(t + h)- 4>(t)\ph~x~padhdt\     < oo.

For p > 2, we have the proper inclusion Ia(Lp) ç Ba , while for p < 2 the

proper inclusion is reversed: Ba ç Ia(Lp). For p = 2, Ia(L ) = B22. The

(nonhomogeneous) Besov space Bp   is simply Ba n Lp ; the norm on Ba   is
p

The following result is crucial to all of our work:

just the sum of the 5"   and Lp norms
pp

Commutator Theorem. Suppose that a £ (0, 1), / = Ia(b), b £ BMO. Let k

be a positive integer, and let Ck denote the operator

(2.7) Ckg(t)= lim Ck¡eg(t)= lim  [        ^'ßjfg^ds
E^U+ E^U+ J\s-t\>£ \S — t\

with associated maximal operator

(2.8) C*kg(t) = sup\CkEg(t)\.
£>0

Then Ck, Ck are bounded on LP(VK) for 1 < p < oo, and

(2-9) ||Cts||,,  ||Cjg||f< ̂ ^IftlUI/llÎ^IWI,

where ca     depends upon a, p but not upon k, g, f.

The estimate (2.8) for Ck was obtained in [Mul] for k = 1, p — 2, and

in [Mu2] for k > 2, p = 2. These L   estimates may also be obtained by a
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relatively straightforward application of the Tl Theorem of David and Journé

[DJ]. Furthermore, it is easily seen that, for all k , the kernel

(2-10) Ak(s,t)^m-ff
k \s-t\{+ka

of Ck satisfies the standard estimates

(2.11) \Ak(s,t)\<\\f\\kLipJs-t\-1,

(2.12) \Ak(s, t) - Ak(s, t0)\ < kca\\f\\kLip \t - t0\a\s - t0\-l~a
"a

for 2|?-/0| < \s-t0\.

From these estimates, together with the L result for Ck , it is easy to obtain,

first, the L estimate for Ck , and then the weak-type (1,1) estimates for Ck

and Ck (see [T, Chapter 11] or [St, Chapter 2]).

The Lp estimates for Ck and C*k now follow by interpolation; to ob-

tain constants independent of k, observe that A2  is nonnegative and that

\Ak(s, t)\ < H/Hup A2(s, t) for k > 2. We remark that all of these results

continue to hold when, for k > 1, we replace Ak(s, t) by sgn(s - t)Ak(s, t).

We conclude this section with a general remark on notation. We use the

lowercase letter 'c' to denote a constant, not necessarily the same at each oc-

currence; when c depends explicitly on a particular quantity, the dependence

will be indicated by a subscript (e.g., ca in (2.12) depends only upon a). If the

dependence of the constant is absolutely clear from the context, the subscript

will be deleted.

3. Besov space results

Throughout this section, we shall assume that / satisfies the hypotheses of

the Commutator Theorem, i.e., / £ la(b) for some function b £ BMO. In

particular, this implies that / £ / ,2(BMO), so that the operator Ka , given by

(3,) Ii{(„=iW((#
J-oo       \S-t\  +

is actually bounded on Lp,  1 < p < oo. We shall often suppress the subscript,

referring to Ka simply as K, and we shall denote the kernel of K by B2(s, t) ;

clearly B2(s, t) = \s - t\aA2(s, t).

The main result of this section is

a ,p
Theorem 1. For every a £ (0, 1) and p £ [2, oo), there is a constant c — c

such that

(3-2) \\Kag\\èa <c||ô|r!||*|L,
PP y

for all g £ LP(D\) and b £ BMO such that f = IJb).

The proof of Theorem 1 relies upon the Commutator Theorem together with

the following elementary lemma:
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Lemma 3.1. For all y, Mn > 0, there is a constant c = c   „   such that

(3.3) /      uy    \F(u + t + h)\du<chyF*(t + h),
Jo

(3.4) /     u y l\F(u + t + h)\du<ch yF*(t + h)
JM0h

for every t £ ÍH,   h > 0, and F £ L^ÍK), where F*  denotes the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function of F .

Proof of Lemma 3.1. For each integer k , let Jk = [2      ' MQh, 2~ MQh]. Then

fM0h      _ oo     ç

(3.5) /       uy    \F(u + t + h)\du = J2      u?    \F(u + t + h)\du
Jo k=0Jj*

and

/■oo        _ K=—\     ç

(3.6) /     u y    \F(u + t + h)\du= V  /   u y   \F(u +1 + h)\du.
JM0h _x Jjk

Now

-2~kM0h

(3.7) uy~i\F(u + t + h)\du<c(2~ h)y~l \F(u + t + h)\du
Jjk J2-<k+,)M0h

<c2~ykhyF*(t + h)

and

r , _,      _ _,    r2~kMQh

(3.8) /   u y    \F(u + t + h)\du<c(2    h) y \F(u + t + h)\du
Jjk J2-{k+,)MQh

<c2ykh~yF*(t + h);

(3.3) follows from (3.5) and (3.7), while (3.4) follows similarly from (3.6) and

(3.8).   D

To begin the proof of Theorem 1, we write

/OO /"OOB2(s,t + h)g(s)ds-        B2(s,t)g(s)ds
-oo J — oo

= dx(t,h) + d2(t,h) + d3(t,h),

where

(3.10) 6x(t,h) = -[ B2(s,t)g(s)ds,
J\s-t\<i00h

(3.11) d2(t,h)= [ B2(s,t + h)g(s)ds,
J\s-t\<i00h

(3.12) e3(t,h)= f {B2(s,t + h)-B2(s,t)}g(s)ds.
J\s-l\>\0Oh
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For j = 1, 2, 3, we shall estimate

(3.13) / H \dÁt,h)\ph~{~apdhdt.

We begin with

Lemma 3.2. For every a £ (0, 1) and for all p £ (1, oo)  there is a constant

c — c   „ such that, for / = 1 or 2,
a,p > j        j

(3.14) j^j™ \e](t,h)\ph-l~ap dhdt<cap\\btp\\g\\pp.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let x = Xm n ■ Then

(3.15) / r\ex(t,h)\ph~x~apdhdt

iL[{IA^)B^-'ms)^}'h~,~""dhd'

by the Minkowski integral inequality. Moreover,

f°° /Ic- t\\ ■ \   '//>

Up
h     apdh\     =c   „Is-/I

a ,p
l\s-l\/\00

^   (r*(W)*-^*)
-(f

so that

(3.17) j^j™\dx(t,h)\ph-'-apdhdt<capj^j^A2(s,t)\g(s)\ds}Pdt

= caJC2(\g\)\\pp<cap\\b\\lP\\g\\pp

by the Commutator Theorem, with k — 2.

We turn next to 02. For A > 0 and ? e 9t, a change of variables in (3.11)

yields

(3.18) \d2(t,h)\< i B2(u + t + h,t + h)\g(u + t + h)\du
J\u\<l0lh

<ca\\b\\2f ua'X\g(u + t + h)\du
J\u\<ia\h

<ca\\b\\\hag\t + h)

by (3.3) and the fact that the LipQ norm of / is dominated by the BMO norm

of b. Now let q = p/(p - 1) be the conjugate exponent to p. By (3.18), we
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have

(3.19)

f H \62(t,h)\ph~x~apdhdt

<caB\\b\\?~l)     /   [AVíí + Ajr1
JmJo

—    a,p'

X

'l«l

a,p

C
a,p

If B2(u + t + h,t + h)\g(u + t + h)\du\h ' apdhdt

lp/« f T Í f        b2(u + t + h,t + h)\g(u + t + h)\du)
JmJo      I J\u\<\0\h )

xg*(t + h)P/qh-l-adhdt

2p/<, f   ríí B2(2Z + u,2Z)\g(2Z + u)\du)
JnJw      I J|«|<101({-u;) J

dtdw
l+Q '

'|i/|<101(í-tü)

„   S*(2£)Wi

where, in the last equality, we have made the change of variables Ç = j(t + h),

w = j(t - h). The rightmost expression in (3.19) equals

imJmJm

XX\lQl(l-w))^~W)Xadud^dw

(3.20)      ca   \\b\\lPlq f f f B2(2Ç + u, 2Z)\g{2Z + u)\g'(2Z)p
JmJmJm

?a P\\b\\lP/q f  f B2(2Ç + u, 2Ç)\g(2c: + u)\g*(2Ç)p/i>

X

Now we have
fOO

<""   fAmh*Yt-w)~'~°dw=£mr'~°M=c°Ma       aA — cn\u'

so that, by (3.19)-(3.21),

(3.22)    f  r\62(t,h)\ph [~apdhdt
JmJo

' jm{fmA2(2t; + u, 2<ï)|s(2£ + M)|du}g\2t)plqdc:

f C2(\g\)(2Ç)-g*(2Ç)p/9dc:
Jm

<mJo

<c     '■"'*
—    a,p

'91

<c.J*ll™llc2(|*|)l|,||*'C <cQf,ii*n?iwi;

by Holder's inequality, the Commutator Theorem, and the Lp-boundedness of

the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator.    D

The estimate for ö3 requires a restriction upon the range of p :
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Lemma 3.3. For every a £ (0, 1) and for all p £ [2, oo) the estimate (3.14)

continues to hold with j = 3.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. We begin by writing

(3.23) B2(s, t + h)-B2(s, t) = ox(s, t + h) + a2(s, t, h),

where

(3.24) ax(s,t,h) = [\s-t- h\~l-a -\s- if 1_a](/(s) - f(t + h))2,

(3.25) o2(s ,t,h) = \s- t\~l~a[(f(s) - f(t + h))2 - (f(s) - f(t))2].

For h > 0, \s - t\ > 100/?, an application of the mean-value theorem yields

(3.26) \ax(s, t, h)\ < cah\s-t-h\-2~a(f(s)-f(t+h))2 < cjb\\lh\s-t-hr2

whence

(3.27)  / \ax(s,t,h)\\g(s)\ds
J\s-t\>\00h

<ca\\b\\lf h\s-t-h\a-2\g(s)\ds
J\s-t\>l00h

< ca\\b\\2th f        u~2\g(u + t + h)\du< ca\\b\\lhag*(t + h)
J\u\>99h

by (3.4) with y — l-a. Raising (3.27) to the power p-1 = p/q and combining

this with (3.26) yields

(3.28)

f r ( f \cTx(s,t,h)\\g(s)\ds] h ' apdhdt
JmJo    \i|j-í|>ioo/! /

'y JmJo    W|í-í|>iooa     \s-t-h\ )

xg*(t + h)p/qh~adhdt

<c   „—       Q ,0

1   '|w|>99/i

2pIq j f°° Í f       B2(t + h + u,t + h)u l\g(u + t + h)\du\
JmJo       (J\u\>99h )

x g*(t + h)p/qh~adhdt.

As before, the change of variables c¡ = j(t + h), w = \(t - h) transforms this

last expression into

(3.29) c     \\b\tPlq f ¡"If B2(2t: + u,2cl)u-X\g(2i + u)\du\
JmJw     V J\u\>99(Z-w) )

z*(2t)plq

= c« ,ll»ll?" I ¡ B,(2í + u, 2Í)«-'|s(2i + u)\g'tXf"
,y JmJm

*{/l['-KA)](í-,"r<í'"Wí
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(compare (3.19), (3.20)). Now we have

(3-3o>    /iny^)) (£ - w) adw

>í-\u\/99

so that (3.28)-(3.30) imply

(3.31)

ri _a x_a
= (Ç-w) adw =cn\u\

Ji-M,

\ax(s, t,h)\\g(s)\ds
\s-t\>l00h

< C

fid
a ,p

ax(s, t,h)\\g(s)\ds) h ' apdhdt

]Plq j^ { j^A2(2cl + u, 2t)\g(2Z + u)\du}g*{2Cfl9dt

<cajb\\2:\\g\\pp

just as in (3.22). Note that the derivation of (3.31) did not actually require that

p > 2, only that p £ ( 1, oo).

Turning to er2, we have

(3.32) a2(s, t, h) = \s-t\-l-a(f(t)-f(t + h))[2(f(s)-f(t)) + (f(t)-f(t + h))]

so that

(3.33) f a2(s,t, h)g(s)ds = 2(f(t) -f(t + h))Cx xmg(t)
J\s-t\>l00h

+ (f(t)-f(t + h))2Tajmg(t),

where C, 100Ä is the truncation defined by (2.7), and

(3.34) Taxmg(t)=f \s-t\-x-ag(s)ds.
J\s-l\>l00h

We claim that the nontangential maximal function

(3.35) sup   ha\Ta mhg(t)\ is in Lp
\t-t0\<h

with norm bounded by ca J|g|L.   This follows from (3.4) once we observe

that, for \t - t0\ < h ,

(3.36) ha\Ta l00hg(t)\<caha f        \u\-l-a\g(u + t0)\du<cag*(t0).
J\u\>95h

From this, it follows that

(3.37) f  n\(f(t)-f(t + h))2Ta mhg(t)\ph-X-apdhdt
JmJo

2:iq f r\haTamhg(t)\pdp(t,h)
JmJo

where dp is the Carleson measure given by (2.5). By Carleson's theorem (see,

Jb\\lp\\g\\pp.e.g., [T, Chapter 15, Theorem 1.1]), (3.37) is dominated by ca   \\b\\2p\\gyp
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Again, the estimate (3.37) is valid for p £ (1, oo). It is the estimate of the first

part of the right-hand side of (3.33) that imposes the restriction upon p .

We claim that the nontangential maximal function

(3.38) SUP   lCi looASWIisinL"
\t-t0\<h

with norm bounded by ca p\\b\\J\g\\  .  To see this, observe that, by (2.11)-

(2.12),

(3.39)|C,.100^(0|<

+

<c.

/ (Ax(s,t)-Ax(s,t0))g(s)ds
J\s-t\>l00h

/ Ax(s,t0)g(s)ds
J\s-t\>l00h

'A\X f \s-t0\-x-
J\s-t0\>99h

+ cjb\lf
J90h<\s-U<

\g(s)\ds + \Cx mh(g)(t0)

s-tn \g(s)\ds
t0\<l00h

whenever \t - t0\ < h . Applying (3.4), the first and third terms are bounded by

ca\\b\\tg*(t0), while \Cxxm(g)(t0)\ is dominated by Cxg{t0). Thus we obtain

(3.38) with the desired estimate by an application of (2.9). From this it follows

that, for p > 2,

(3.40)   /  r\2(f(t)-f(t + h))Cx xmg(t)\ph-X-apdhdt
JmJo

<c
a,p Vf r \Cumhg(t0)fdß(t, h) <caJb\\lP\\g\\

JmJo

by Carleson's theorem. The lemma now follows on combining (3.31), (3.32),

the estimate for (3.37), and (3.40).   D

Theorem 1 now follows from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. We remark

that the proof of Theorem 1 may be extended with minor modifications

to the operator obtained from Ka by replacing the kernel B2(s, t) by

B2(s, t)Xm ̂ (s - t). From this it follows that Theorem 1 holds for the

operator with kernels B2(s, O/tí-«, o)(s_?) anc* ̂ 2^s> 0sgn(5_0- Moreover,

one can show that the operator obtained by multiplying any of these kernels by

(f(s)-f(t)) \s-t\~a , k£N, maps Lp to Ba with constant no worse than

(k + \)ca p||ö|UI/||Lip , when p > 2. With this in view, consider the modified

single-layer potential operator S?a , given by

^(0= / Wa(s,t)g(s)ds,
Jm

where

(3.41) W(s,t) = \s-t\a 'exp
{f{s)-f{t)f

\s-t
2a
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For p £ [2, oo), at (0,1), f £ 7q(BMO) , there is a constant c — c       ,

such that

(3.42) WKsWir <c\\g\\L:pp
To see this, observe that

,a-l
k+\

(3.43)      Wa(s,t)g(s) = \s-trxg(s) + J2
Ar=0

(-i)+(/W-/M)
(k + l)\   \s-t

k+\

l+a+2ak    ^(5' '

thus <S^ag(t) differs from a constant times Iag(t) by a convergent series of

operators mapping Lp to Ba . Since Ia maps Lp to 5" for p > 2 we

obtain the desired estimate. But we can actually do a little better:

Theorem 2. For p £ [2, oo), a £ (0, 1), ¿Aere « a constant c = ca    , such that

(3.44) WKsWb- <c(i + ;)HsIL

/or a// / = 7Q(¿>), ¿> e BMO. Moreover, this result continues to hold when the

kernel of S?a is multiplied by *(0jOo)(s - t), X^^^s - t), or sgn(s - t).

Proof.  S* g(t) differs from a constant times I g(t) by the operator

(3.45)

where

&g(t)= f L(s,t)g(t)dt,
Jm

ns,,)=\s-,r'{-{ m-f(,)exp 1

-1*1
Since, for x £ SK, 0 < 1 —e < \x\, we see that \L(s, t)\ < B2(s, t). Now we

may write S?g{t + h) - S?g(t) as (0, + 02 + 63)(t, h) as in (3.9)-(3.12), with

L in place of B2. In this context, Lemma 3.2 continues to hold. To prove the

analogue of Lemma 3.3, we write, as in (3.23)-(3.25),

(3.46)

where

L(s, t + h) - L(s, t) - o.(s, t, h) + a2(s,t,h),

(3.47) a.(s,t,h) = [\s-t-h\a  '-\s-t\°  ']{ exp
(f(s)-f(t + h))2

(3.48) a2(s, t,h) — \s - t\ exp

s-t-h

2

2q 4
(f(s)-f(t + h))

\s — t — h

- exp

2«

It is easy to see that er, continues to satisfy (3.26), and that

(3.49)

o2(s, t,h) = \s — t\
-i/(/(*)-/(*))       (/(*)-/(* + *))

i-/
2q

f-Ä
2q

l„        »|2a

:i+£(í,í,a))
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where E(s, t, h) is an error term which is bounded in absolute value by

11 f\\Lip • A- straightforward modification of the proof of Lemma 3.3 now yields

(3.44)."   a

Corollary 3.4. For p £ [2, oo), f = Ix/2(b), b £ BMO, the boundary single-

layer potential operator S? defined by (1.3) maps Lp into Ba , and there is a

constant c   independent of f, g such that

,b
(3.50) ll^Slla« <cp(l + \\b\C)\\g

PP y
ip-

4. Formal inversion of the Riesz potential

In this section we prove

Theorem 3. For every a £ (0, 1), p £ (1, oo), and g £ Z/(9í), there exists

y £ Lp(m) such that Kag = Iay.

We remark that in the case p — 2, Theorem 3 is immediate from Theorem

1 since B22 = Ia(L ). To prove Theorem 3 for general p, we shall construct

a formal inverse Da for / , and we shall show that the operator DaK maps

Lp boundedly into Lp ; from this we will be able to deduce Theorem 3.

For S > e > 0 and 4> £S*, define

DatSm= f    (cf>(t+h)-<t>(t))\h\-x-adh,
Je<\h\<S

Da<p(t) = lim Da£Ôcj>(t).

,4Aj Je<\h\<6

<5-»c

Straightforward calculation shows that (Z)»A(¿;) = ca\Ç\a<j)(Ç), so that Da is

formally inverse to Ia . Let S = Se s be the operator D" sKa, and denote by

S the principal-value operator DaKa . We shall show, first of all, that Se s is

bounded on Lp uniformly in £ and ó, and shall then use this to deduce the

Lp boundedness of S . We remark first of all that it can be shown that «S

need not map L°° boundedly into BMO; a proof of this fact is outlined in §5.

Consequently, the Tl Theorem is not helpful; hence the seemingly primitive

approach taken here.

In a fashion analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 1, we write S as the

sum of five operators Sx, S2, S3, S4, Ss, where for p £ ( 1, oo) and g £ Lp ,

(4.2) Sxg(t)= f if -B2(s,t)g(s)ds)\h\  x adh,
Js<\h\<S  (J\s-t\<\00\h\ J

(4.3) S2g(t)= f if B2(s,t,h)g(s)ds)\h\-X-adh,
Je<\h\<ó  ( J|i-/|<100|A| J

(4.4) Sjg(t)= f if [\s-t-h\-X-a-\s-t\-X-a]
Je<\h\<S  I J\s-t\>\00\h\

x (f(s) - f(t + h))2g(s) ds\\h\~X~adh,
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(4.5)   S4g(t)= f if (f(t)-f(t + h))2
Je<\h\<ô  l 7|j-í|>100|A|

x \s - t\     ag(s)ds \\h\     adh,

,4.6, V(,mí    if      <m^mgls)äs}
Jc<\h\<ô  {J\s-t\>\00\h\      \S - t\ )

x(f(t)-f(t + h))\h\-X~adh.

Note that Sxg, S2g, S3g, and S4g are integrals involving 0,, 62, ax, and the

'good part' of a2, respectively, while S5g is an integral involving that part of

er2 which was most troublesome in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (cf. (3.10)—(3.12),

(3.23)-(3.25)). Not surprisingly, the Lp estimates for Sx through S4 will be

fairly routine, while the estimate for S5 is more problematic.

For 1 < j < 4, let J^(|g|) denote the integral obtained from Sjg by replac-

ing the inmost integrand in (4.2)-(4.5) by its absolute value and letting e = 0,

ô = oc . Then we have

Lemma 4.1. For every a £ (0, 1 ) and for all p £ ( 1, oo), there is constant ca

such that, for l<j<4, ||^.(|s|)||p < cap\\b\\l\\g\\p-

Proof. Let q be the conjugate exponent to p , and suppose y/ £ Lq . Then

(4.7)      / Vx(\g\)(t)¥(t)dt\
Jm \

mB2(s,t)\g(s)\\hfX~aMt)\dsdhdt
,s-t\<l00\h\

^^^{^^(^Ol^WI^JkWI^^^^Ilèll'lklIJkll,

by the Commutator Theorem. Furthermore,

(4.8)

/ V2(\g\)(t)¥(t)dt\
Jm

if IIJm Jm J\u\<
B2(u + t + h,t + h)\g(u + t + h)\\h\  ' a\y/(t)\dudtdh

\<\0\\h\

xB2(2Ç + u, 2c;)|g(2c; + u)\dudi

<ca|£2^2(2^ + M,2^)U(2<í + M)|^(2^)í/W^<CQiP||tb||;||V/||í||^||p

using the change of variables ¿j = \(t + h), w = \(t - h) in by now familiar

fashion, together with Lemma 3.1, the Commutator Theorem, and the Hardy-

Littlewood Maximal Theorem (compare (3.18)—(3.21)).
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Likewise, we have

m

<c

(4.9)    I / V3(\g\)(t)W(t)dt
I Jm

ca \ \u\~xB2(u + t + h,t + h)\g(u + t + h)\du\
J   Jm2  I J\u\>99\h\ J|«|>99|A|

x \hfa\y/(t)\dhdt

'c°JWÁí-Í9^)]K-wn*l(+w)lda}

x \u\~lB2(2i + u, 2Ç)\g(2Ç + u)\dudlt

< caJ J2A2(2i + u,2t)ir*(2Z)\g(2i + u)\dudÇ

<ca,p\\b\Ù\v\\q\\g\\p

(compare (3.27)—(3.31)). Finally

(4.10)

C V4(\g\)(t)y(t)dtIm

< f f   i f \u\  x a\g(u + t)\du\B2(t + h,t)\y/(t)\dhdt
J Jm2 W|»|>ioo|A| J

<caj l^2A2(t+h,t)\g\t+h)W(t)\dhdt<cajb\\2^nq\Mp

using a simple change of variables and Lemma 3.1.   D

For I < j < 5 , denote by S¡ g the principal-value integral obtained by taking

the pointwise limit as e —> 0, S —> oo of S g. Then we have

Corollary 4.2. Let a £ (0, 1), p £ (1, oo), g £ Lp, and l<j<4. Then S^g

exists pointwise almost everywhere and in Lp ; moreover, there is a constant

ca     independent of g such that

(4.11) WSjgW^c^WbtwgW,.

2 0 1
Furthermore, if g £ L , then S5g exists in L , and (4.11) is satisfied with

j = 5, p = 2.

Proof. For 1 < j < 4,|5.^| is dominated pointwise by F".(|g|). Standard

arguments using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem establish the

existence of S¡ g pointwise a.e. and in Lp , with the desired estimate. Since

Theorem 3 is true when p = 2 by Theorem 1, we know the existence of S g
2 1

pointwise a.e. and in L   provided g is in L , with the desired estimate.

Since S5 = S  - J2J=i $) > we obtain the L2 result for S° (in roundabout

fashion).   D
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To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we must obtain (4.1) for j = 5 and

1 < p < oo. To begin, we obtain a weak-type (1,1) estimate for S5 which is

uniform in e and S .

Lemma 4.3. There is a constant ca independent of e and ô such that for every

X>0 and for all g £ Lx,

(4.12) A|{x: \S5g(x)\>X}\<ca\\b\\l\\g\\p-

Proof. Using the standard technique of Calderon-Zygmund decomposition into

good and bad functions, and our L estimates, it suffices to prove that if ß is

an L   function supported in (—A, X) with integral zero, then

(4.13) / \S5ß(t)\dt<ca\\b\\l\\ß\\x
J\t\>ioox

(see [St] or [T]). We begin by writing S5ß = Nx ß + N2ß , where for j = 1, 2,

(4.14)    Nß{t) = lf Ax(t,t + h)Cxxm,ß{t)dh
lcj<\h\<S

= 2 f Ax(t,t + h)f Ax(s,t)ß(s)dsdh
Jej<\h\<Sj ./|î-r|>100|A|

with

e, = min{e, X/2},        c2 = max{e, X/2},

Sx = min{f5, X/2},        S2 = max{¿, k/2)

(cf. (2.7), (2.10), (4.6)). It is easy to see that Nx = 0 unless e, = e and

N2-0 unless ¿2 — ô. Moreover for |/| > 100A, C, mwß(t) is nonzero only

if \h\ <(A + |r|)/100.
With all this in mind, we estimate N2ß(t). Let X = {/z:e2<|/z|<(52} and

let
f-k + \t\   x + \t\\ (-x-\t\   -X + \t\

3     V   !00   '   loo / ' 4     V   100   '    100

We write N2ß(t) = N}ß(t) + N4ß(t), where N3ß(t) (resp. N4ß(t)) is that

piece of N2ß(t) arising from integration with respect to h over XnF3 (resp.

X n F4). Now, for \t\ > 100A, we have

(4.15) f \Ax(s,t)ß(s)\ds<ca\\b\\Jh\-X\\ß\\x,    forh£F3nX
J\s-t\>W0\h\

using the standard estimate (2.11) for Ax. A second application of (2.11) yields

(4.16) \N3ß(t)\ < ca\\b\\l\\ß\\x f      \hf2dh.
Jf^hx

Now, for h £F3nX, \t\ > 100A, we have c\t\ > (X+\t\)/l00> \h\; moreover,

\F3nX\ <ck. Thus

(4.17) \N3ß(t)\<ca\\b\t\\ß\\xk\t\~\        |í| > ÍOOA.
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Integrating (4.17), we have

(4.18) f \N3ß(t)\dt<ca\\b\\l\\ß\\xf (>f)    ̂ <ca\\b\\l\\ß\\x.
J\t\>\0OX J\t\>\00X \A/        Á

Turning to N4ß , we observe first of all that h £ F4 if and only if 100|/z| + X <

\t\ ; hence whenever h £ F4CiX and |s| < X, we have \s-t\ > \t\-\s\ > I00\h\.

Consequently, since / ß = 0, we obtain

(4.19) N4ß(t) = 2J      Ax(t,t + h)f     [Ax(s,t)-Ax(0,t)]ß(s)dsdh.
JF4nX J\s\<x

By (2.11) and (2.12), we have, for \t\> 100X,

(4.20) \N4ß(t)\<ca\\b\\2i      \h\~X f     \s\a\t\-X-a\ß(s)\dsdh
JF4nX J\s\<l

icjmlwfiwjyr^" f \h\~Xdh
Jx/2<\h\<\t\l\00

= c^\b\\2M\\xXy\-X-aln(^.

\+a

Thus

(4.21)

/ \N4ß(t)\dt<ca\\b\\l\\ß\\x f (±X+aIn l^)dt = ca\\b\\l\\ß\\
J\t\>\00X J\t\>l001. \\l\/ \A/

Combining (4.18) and (4.21), we obtain (4.13) with N2 in place of S5.

Next we consider Nxß . If \s\ < X, \t\ > 100A, and \h\ < ¿, < X/2, then we

have \s-t\> \t\ - \s\ > 99/1 > 100|Ä|. Thus by (4.14), we actually have

(4.22) Nxß(t) = 2Cxß(t)f Ax(t,t + h)dh = -2Cxß(t)(Cx.e  sl)(t),
Jej<\h\<ôJ ' >' >

where C,. E  â   denotes the doubly-truncated version of the commutator C, .

Since / ß = 0, we have

(4.23) Cxß(t)= f     [Ax(s,t)-Ax(0,t)]ß(s)ds.
J\s\<i

Moreover, for \s\ < X and |/| > 100A,  (2.12) yields

(4.24) I^ÍJ.O-^iíO.OI^JIAII.-^

so that

(4.25) ic^iOl^cJlÄHJI^II,-^   for |i| > 100A.
r\

For ease of notation, let us write  T   = C, 0  Á 1 ; since C.   is a Calderón-
' 1 je, ,o1    ' 1

i XX
Zygmund operator, T   is in BMO with \\T ||t <cj|è||„. Let Tav denote the
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mean of T   on (-X, X). Then, letting X = {h: e, < \h\ < Sx) , we have

(4.26)

ITX I - —I   avl - 2X

_1_
2ÄI

f | j [{f{t + h)- f(0)) + (/(0) - /(/))] dt}\h\ x~adh

f { f+ (f(t)-f(0))dt+ f     (f(t)-f(0))dt)\h\-x-adh
Jx  { Jx J-X+h )

<Til       ca\\b\l\h\-aXadh = ca\\b\l.

Then, by (4.25) and (4.26),

(4.27)   f \Nxß(t)\dt<2f \Cxß(t)\\T\t)-Tl\dt
J\t\>\oox J\t\>\oox'\t\>\00X J\t\

Í r,+ 2Í |7Í||<
J\t\>\f|>100A

(/
t\>W0X

<ca\\b\l\\ß\\xi f \T\t)-TÀJ-^dt
W|í|>100A \t\

11*11. /J\t\>
S^dt

\t\>ioox \t\l+a    ,

By a theorem of C. Fefferman (see [Str, Lemma 2.2] for a proof), the first term

in the curly brackets is less than or equal to ||T \\t, which is in turn less than or

equal to cJI^H» ; the second term in curly brackets is exactly equal to ca\

Thus (4.27) yields (4.13) with Nx in place of S5. This completes the proof of

(4.13).    D

By standard arguments, Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 show that S5 is of

strong-type (2, 2) and of weak-type (1, 1), so that by interpolation, 5° is of

strong-type (p, p) for 1 < p < 2. To obtain results for p > 2, it is natural

to try to prove a weak-type (1, 1) result for the adjoint S5 . Unfortunately, a

straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.3 fails for the adjoint—as,

indeed, it should! For, if we could prove (4.13) for S5, we would easily be able

to extend this result to a proof that S5 maps H atoms into L , and hence

that S5 maps L°° to BMO. But this last statement is false, since S5 is the

"bad part" of S , and S need not map L°° to BMO. Thus we proceed along

a more circuitous route.

We introduce some additional notation. Up until now we have suppressed the

dependence of S5 upon e and ô ; hereafter we emphasize it by writing Se5 '   .

When ô = 00 the operator will be denoted by Se5. The maximal operator S5

is defined for g £ Lx C\L2 and / e 9t by

(4.28) S*5g(t) = sup\Slg(t)\.
£>0

We write M g in place of g* to denote the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function

of g ; M2 g denotes M (M g).
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We begin our journey with

Lemma 4.4. There is a constant ca > 0 such that for all X > 0 and for all t, t0

with \t - t0\ < X,

(4.29) \sfg(t) -Sjlg(t0)\ < ca\\b\l{\\b\lM2g(t0) + C*0g(t0)}

whenever g e Lx n L2.

Proof. By (4.6),

(4.30)

\[S¡Xg(t)-S¡"g(t0)]

= /      [Cx l0OWg(t)Ax(t,t + h)-Cx mhig{t0)Ax{tQ,tQ + h)]dh
J2X<\h\

= i       {Cx,xoo\h\SW-C{Amwg(tü)}Ax(t,t + h)dh
J2X<\h\ " "

+ /      Cxmh,g{tQ){Ax{t,t + h)-Ax[tQ,tQ + h)}dh.
J2X<\h\<2X<\h\

For |/ - t0\ < X and 2X < \h\, clearly

(4.31) \Ax(t,t + h)-Ax(t0,t0 + h)\

< \h\-{x+a)(\f(t) - f(t0)\ + \f(t + h)- f(t0 + h)\)

<Ca\\b\\Jhfl-aAa

so that

(4.32)   f       \CX mh,g(t0)\\Ax(t,t + h)-Ax(t0,t0 + h)\dh<ca\\b\lC*xg(t0).
J2X<\h\>2X<\h\

Moreover,

(4.33)   Cljl00|A|g(r)    CI>100|Ä|g(r0)

= / (Ax(s,t)-Ax(s,t0))g(s)ds+ f Ax(s,t0)g(s)ds
J|i-i|>100|A| JSP]\s-t\>\00\h\

where, for \t - t0\ < X,

(4.34) S* = {s: \s-t\ < 100|A| < |s - ¿0|}

í (/0+100|A|,i+100|A|),        t>t0,

~ I (i-100|A|,/0-100|A|),        t<t0.

Consequently

(4.35) ¡^ \Ax(s, t0)\\g(s)\ ds < ca\\b\l\t -t0\^.J \s- t0fX\g(s)\ ds

< ca\\b\lX\h\-XMg(t0 + sgn(r - t0) ■ 100|A|).
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Thus by Lemma 3.1 and (2.11),

(4.36)   f       \Ax(t,t + h)\[  \Ax(s,t0)\\g(s)\ds
J2X<\h\ Jy

y¿ifr /       \h\~2[Mg(tQ - 100|A|) + Mg(t0 + 100|A|)] dh
J2X<\h\

:|*l

<c
l2X<\h\

<ca\\b\\lM2g(tQ).

Now, for \s-t\> 100|A|, \t - i0| < X, and 2A < |A|, (2.12) yields

(4.37) \Ax(s, i) -Ax(s, t0)\ < ca\\b\lXa\s - t0\-X~a

so that

(4.38) / \Ax(s,t)-Ax(s,t0)\\g(s)\ds
J\s-t\>\00\h\

<ca\\b\\X f \s-t0\-x-a\g(s)\ds
t0\>99\h\

<ca\\b\lXa\hrMg(t0)

and

(4.39) /       \Ax(t,t + h)\f \Ax(s,t)~Ax(s,t0)\\g(s)\dsdh
J2X<\h\ J|i-/|>100|A|

< ca\\b\\2XMg(tQ) f       \h\~x~adh < ca\\b\\lM2g(t0)
J2X<\h\

2
using (2.11) and the fact that M g < M g pointwise. Combining (4.30), (4.32),

(4.33), (4.36), and (4.39) yields (4.29).   D

We shall also require the following result, a bit of a potpourri:

Lemma 4.5. Let X> 0, let g £ L C\L , suppose t0 £ 9\, and write g = gx+g2,

where gx is the restriction of g to [t0 - 800A, tQ + 800A]. Then

(4.40) ~\s]'2Xg2(t) = Cxg2(t)(Cx.Q2ll)(t)   for\t-t0\<X;

(4.41) \Cxg2(t)-Cxg2(t0)\<ca\\b\lMg(t0)   for\t-t0\<X;

(4.42) \Cxg2(t0)\<C*xg(t0);

(4.43) i'0+ \(Cx.02Xl)(t)\dt<XcJ\b\l.
Jt0-x

Proof. We obtain (4.40) and (4.43) for essentially the same reasons as (4.22)

and (4.26) in the proof of Lemma 4.3. The estimate (4.42) is obvious, while

(4.41) follows easily from the standard estimate (2.12) for A{.    D

Next, we combine Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 to prove the following result, based

on an idea of Cotlar (cf. [T, pp. 291-293]):
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1 ?
Lemma 4.6. There is a constant c = ca such that for all g £ L f\L   and for all

(4.44) S¡g(t0) < c{[M(\S°5g\X/2)(t0)]2 + ||6||.(C;s)(/0) + \\b\\l(M2g)(t0)}.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction: we assume that for each positive constant

c, there is a function g £ L f) L and a point t0 £ ÍH such that (4.44) fails.

The idea is to choose c so large that we obtain an absurdity. We know that

there is a positive X for which

(4.45) \S¡Xg(t0)\>{S¡g(t0) = p,

so that we have for c > 20,

(4.46) C*xg(t0) + \\b\lM2g(t0) < -^-,        [M(\S¡g\X,2)(t0))2 < ^.

The second inequality in (4.46) forces the existence of a subinterval F of (/0 -

X, tQ + X) which contains t0 such that |F| > X/4 and |Sj£(i)l < p/10 for

all t £ F. From this fact, together with Lemma 4.4 and the first inequality in

(4.46), we deduce that

(4.47) -S°5'2Xg{t)>p/2,        t£F

Now let g = gx + g2 as in Lemma 4.5. By (4.47), there is a measurable set

Fx ç F such that \FX\ > A/8 and such that either (A) -Sj,2A£,(r) > p/4 for

all t £ Fx , or (B) -S¡'2Xg2(t) > p/4 for all t £ Fx .

In case (A), Lemma 4.3 and the first inequality in (4.46) yield

(4.48) X/S <\FX\< ca\\b\\l\\gx\\xp-X < l600caXp-XMg(t0)\\b\\l < A/8,

for c large enough, a contradiction. In case (B), (4.40) of Lemma 4.5 yields

(4.49) |C,tf2(i)(C1;0>2jll)(/)|>/>/2,        t£Fx.

However, (4.41) and (4.42) of Lemma 4.5 show that, for \t - t0\ < X,

(4.50) [cJ|o||.il/g(í0) + C;í(/0)]|C,.0>2Al(0l>|CIí2(í)(C1;0f2i)l(/)|.

Combining (4.46), (4.49), and (4.50), we have

(4.51) co/>|C1;0f24l(/)|>/>c||ô||.,        t£Fx,

so that

(4.52) Ac||A||./(8cJ< f'°+" |(C,.0 2Xl)(t)\dt,

contradicting (4.43) of Lemma 4.5, for c large. In both cases we obtain a

contradiction, so the result is true.   D

We use Lemma 4.6 to prove a good A-inequality:
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Lemma 4.7. For every p > 0 there is a constant c = c such that, for all

X > 0 and for all g £ L1 n L2,

(4.53)    \{S;g>2X}\<p\{S¡g>X}\

+ 2\{\\b\\lM2g > cpX}\ + 2|{||A||,C1V > cpX}\.

Proof. Let E = EX p denote the set {\\b\\lM2g > cpX) u {||A||,C*£ > cpX}.

For the moment we allow c to vary, but later we will fix it at a value satisfying

several conditions. Since 5"k = {S*5g > X} is an open set of finite Lebesgue

measure, it admits a Whitney decomposition, i.e., there is a family {/.: j £ N}

of closed intervals having pairwise disjoint interiors such that 5?x is equal to the

union of the / 's and such that |/.| ~ dist(7 , J/f ) with constants independent

of j (cf. [St] or [T]). Let er, = er, k be the set of all j for which 7. ç Ek,

and let a2 be the complement of er, in the positive integers. Now

IM <\EX\,(4.54)

while for each j £ o2, there exists i0 e 7, with i0 £ £;, i.e.

(4.55) l|è||tM2^(i0) + C;g(t0) < 2cpX/\\b\l.

Suppose j £ a2 and write I'¡ = I = [t2 - y, t2 + y]. Since |/| ~ dist(7 ,<9\\),

there exists tx £ S^kc with, say, \tx - t2\ < 20y; hence S¡g(tx) < X. Now, if

e > lOOy, t £ I, and t0 £ I satisfies (4.55), then we deduce exactly as in the

proof of Lemma 4.4 that

(4.56) \S¡g(t) - S£5g(tx)\ < cJ\b\l{\\b\lM2g(t0) + C*xg(t0)} < 2ca(cpX) < A/4

if c   is chosen small enough.

Now, let t £ I n S?2X , and write g = gx + g2, where gx is the restriction of

g to [t2 - 800y, t2 + 800y] = 800/. We claim that either (A) S*5gx(t) > X/4,

or (B) there exists n = n(t) £ (0, lOOy) with \S¡'x00yg2(t)\ > X/4. For, if (A)

does not hold, then S¿g2(t) > 1X/4, so there exists n = n(t) £ (0, lOOy) with

|S5V2(0l > 7A/4; then by (4.56)

(4.57) Kmyg2(t)\ > \S¡g2(t)\ - IS^gW-S^gd^

-\si<*»g(tx)\-\srgx(t)\
>lX/4-X/4-X-X/4 = X/4.

We begin by considering case (A). Now, either / e Ex, or else, as in (4.55),

(4.58) ||¿>||,M2g,(/) + C¡gx(t) < 2(\\b\lM2g(t) + C*xg(t)) < 4cpX/\\b\l

so that, by (4.44) applied to gx ,

(4.59) X/4 < S;gi(t) < c[M(\S¡gx\X/2)(t)}2 + 4c cX.
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If c   is small enough, we have, for t $ Ex,

(4.60) X/S<c[M(\S°5gx\X/2)(t)}2.

By Lemma 4.3, (4.12), with S5 in place of S5, we deduce that \S5gx\1' is in

weak-L , and in turn (by the usual covering argument) that M(\S5gx\ ' ) is in

weak-L   with

(4.61) |{M(|^,|1/2)>e}|<e-2cJ|¿»||;||g||1

for every e > 0. Thus, in particular, by (4.61) and (4.55),

(4.62) \{[M(\S°5gx\X,2)(t)]2 > X/8c}\ < icca\\b\\l\\gx\\xrl

< (\600)(8cca\\b\\lMgx(t0)yX-X) < (3200)(8ccacp)y < yp/2

provided c   is chosen small enough. Thus, in case (A), we obtain

(4.63) \{S¡gx(t)> X/4) nE¡\< yp/2.

Turning now to case (B), we note first that, as in Lemma 4.5, (4.40),

(4.64) S¡'myg2(t) = C,s2(0(C,;f/;1003,l)(0.

As in the proof of (4.50), we see that (arguing as in (4.41) and (4.42) of Lemma

4.5) since t £ I,

(4.65) [cJ|A||,^(í0) + C^g(í0)]|CI;,>1007l(í)| > \S¡'X00yg2(t)\>X/4;

so, by (4.55),

(4.66) cpcaX\Cx.riX00yl(t)\>(X\\b\l)/4.

If we let y/ denote the characteristic function of 100|7| = [t2- lOOy, t2 + lOOy],

a simple calculation involving the standard estimates for Ax gives

(4-67) |C1;,)UX),l«|<C>(0 + cJ|A||,.

For c   chosen small enough, (4.66) and (4.67) yield

(4-68) caC*xW(t)>\\b\lcp-1.

By the Commutator Theorem, C* is of strong-type (2, 2), so it is of weak-type

(2, 2), and

(4.69) |{C,V(i) > \\b\l(cpca)-X}\ < cpca\\V\\\ < yp/2,

provided c   is small enough. So, in case (B), we have

(4.70) \{\S]'my g2(t)\ > X/4] n El n 7| < yp/2.

Combining (4.63) and (4.70) yields

(4.71) \InS*2XnE¡\<yp<\I\p.
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Thus

(4.72) lKn^n£Ac <p \Jl. <p\^x\

so that by (4.54) and (4.72),

(4-73) \<9>ur\Ecx\<p\S"x\ + \Ek\

because S?2X ç S"x . Thus |^| < p\S"x\ + 2\EX\, from which (4.53) follows.   D

Corollary 4.8. For every p £ (1, oo) and for all g £ Lx n L2 n Lp,  \\S*5g\\p <

ca\\b\\l\\g\\p-
Proof. Let R, p > 0. Then, by (4.53),

(4.74) 2 p /     A" X\{S¡g>X}\dX= /   Ap 'l^g > 2A}|¿A
Jo Jo

pR roo

<pj   Xp-X\{S;g>X}\dX + 2j    Xp-X\{\\b\\lM2g>cpX}\dX

/■OO

+ 2^   Xp-X\{\\b\lC*xg>cpX}\dX

< p J*Xp-X\{S;g > X}\dX + (ca\\b\¿p\\g\\p)/(cp)p

by the Commutator Theorem and the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal Theorem.

Now take p = 2~p~  , subtract, and let R —> oo to obtain the result.   D

Standard arguments involving the Dominated Convergence Theorem together

with Corollaries 4.2 and 4.8 yield

Corollary 4.9. For p £ (1, oo), DaKa is bounded on Lp with norm < c     ||A||t.

Theorem 3 now follows from Corollary 4.9; the function y is given by

caDaKag . As a corollary, we also obtain

Theorem 4. For p £ (1, oo), a £ (0, 1), / = IJb), b £ BMO, and g £

LP(ÍH), there exists a function y £ Lp(d\) such that 5^ag = Ia(y), where 5^a is

given by (3.41). Moreover, this result continues to hold when the kernel of S"a is

multiplied by x{Q<oo)(s - t)> ^(_oo,o)(5 ~ 0. or sgn(s - t).

Theorem 5. For p £ (1, oo), / = 71/2(A), b £ BMO, and g £ Lp(0\), there

exists a function y £ Lp(9\) such that S? g - Ix,2(y), where S? is the bound-

ary single-layer potential operator given by (1.3). Moreover, given y £ LP(SH),

there exists, for small \\b\\t, a g £ Lp(9i) with S? g = 7, ,2(y).

The proof of Theorem 4 is a straightforward modification of the proof of

Theorem 3, where now Ka is replaced by S?a - cja ; the proof proceeds essen-

tially along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2. For properly chosen ca

we get, using Corollary 4.9,

(4.V5) \\(<Zb-cJa)g\\p<caJ\\b\\l + "
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The last part of Theorem 5 follows from expanding (S?a )~ in a Neumann

series and using (4.75). We omit the details. Finally we remark that Theorem

5 is a one-dimensional analogue of Theorem 3.1 in [FR] for domains with time

dependent boundaries.

5. Appendix: The failure of the Tl Theorem for DaK
a

In this section we outline a proof of the fact that the operator S = DaKa

need not map L°° to BMO. We begin by defining the homogeneous Besov space

ß^2, the space of distributions <p £ S' (modulo constants) satisfying

\\<t>\\B^=(jjAn<t>\\2ooh~l~2adh)        <™

where (Ahcp)(t) = <f)(t + h) - (¡)(t). The Dini class considered by Lewis and Silver

in their work on the Dirichlet problem for the heat equation is essentially the

subspace of functions in B^2 having compact support (see [LeS]). It is easy

to see that È^2 is properly contained in 7JBMO) (see [Str]). We prove the

following result:

Theorem 6. For every ô £ (0, 1/2) there exists a function f £ 5^2 such that

for all e > 0 there is an interval I with \I\ < s satisfying

(5.1) ±J\(DaKJ){t)-mI(DaKJ)\dt>cf(fy^'

Here, m,(</>) = j1 f,</>.

Proof (sketch). It is easy to see that, for / £ 7a(BMO),

(5.2) (DaKl)(t)=  ff   (A",y(^  dudh
K     ' V       a A '     JJm2 |U|1+Q|A|1+Q

ILm2       |M|1+Q|A|1+Q

For / £ 5^2, it is a straightforward exercise to show that the first term on the

right-hand side of (5.2) is in BMO(ÍH). It is then not hard to show that the

second term on the right-hand side of (5.2) is equal to

(5-3) -2C,(C,l)(/) + 2[(C,l)(r)]2.

Now, let / be any interval on EH, and let (C, 1), = m4¡(Cx 1). We write

(5.4)        C1l = [C1l-(C,l)/to4/ + [C1l-(CIl)/lzw_4/ + (CIl)/z9t

= 8{ + §2 + Sy

By the Commutator Theorem, and the fact that C, 1 e BMO, we have

(5-5) ^IC.^WI^^I/l'^IIC,^,!^^/!,
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while the standard estimates for the kernel Ax of C, and the fact that C, 1 e

BMO show

(5.6) \Cxg2(t)-Cxg2(t0)\<cf,        t,t0£l.

Combining (5.4)—(5.6), we may write

(5-7) CX(CX 1)(0 = Cxg3(t) + g4(t) + m,(C,g2)

where m¡(\g4\) < cy. Now note that

-2Cxg3(t) + 2[(Cxl)(t)f

= 2[(C,1)(0 - (C,l){)2 + 2(Cxl)I[(Cxl)(t) - (C, 1),].

Again, since C, 1 e BMO, the first term on the right-hand side of (5.8) is

in L (I) with norm < cAI\. Combining (5.2)—(5.3), (5.7)—(5.8), and our

discussion above, we see that, for t £ I,

(5.9) (DaKal)(t) = 4>(t) + 2(C, 1)7[(C, 1)(0 - (C, I),]

with J> |^ - m7(0)| ¿/i < Cyl/I.
Now let ß > 1/2 and define

oo
ko

(5.10) f(t) = fa>ß(t) = 0(0E2     k     cos(2 0,
k=l

where 0 is infinitely differentiable on ÍH, and 6 = 1 on [-%, n] with supp0 ç

[-2n, 2n]. By standard techniques for the estimation of lacunary series (cf.

[Z, Chapter II, §4]), we have / e L°°(SH) and

(5.11) |AA/(i)|<c|Afmin{l,   log (±^      j;

in particular, it is easily seen that / 6 7Í^2. Moreover, for |A|,   |i| < \ ,

(5.12) \\(M-Cx\)(t)\<c\h\a,        \M(t)-(Cxl)(t)\<caß,

where

kccj-ß f cos(2 (f + A))-cos(2 t)(5.13) M(t) = Yj2 kak ß f
u. J<X

1+a

oo i.                                 1

E, -ß         ,-ifc,, /    COS«- 1
k    cos(2 0, Aia = /         i+a   du.

k=i •/w   l"l

Now let / = [0, 2~ n], where / is a large positive integer. Writing

1+4

Mx(t) = paJ2k~ßcos(2kt), M2(t) = M(t)-Mx(t),
k=\
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we find, using standard techniques for the estimation of lacunary series,

(5.14(i)) m4I(Mx)~lX-ß,        m4/(M2) = 0,

(5.14(h)) m,(\M2\) ~ l(1/2~ß),        m,(M2) = 0,

(5.14(iii)) mI(\Mx-mI(Mx)\)<caßrß,

where ~ means the two quantities are proportional. By (5.14(ii), (iii)), we have

(5.15) ^jw^-mjiM^dt^c^/"2-^,

so that by (5.14(i)),

(5.16) \m4I(M)\^jw(t)-mi(M)\d^ >ca/V2-2ß).

Consequently by (5.12), (5.14(i)), and (5.15),

(5.17) |(C1l)7|í/T/'|(C1l)(í)-m/(C1l)|í/í
1*1 Ji

>[\m4I(M)\-caß] ^jW(t)-mI(M)\dt-caß2-la

>c/3/2-2ß)>c8   logl

provided ß £ (1/2, 3/4). As ß ranges over this interval, 3/2 — 2/3 ranges over

(0, 1/2). Letting ô = 3/2 - 2ß and using (5.9) we conclude that Theorem 6

follows from (5.17).   D
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